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Abstract 

This paper investigates the influence of the multispecies diffusion and leaching phenomena on 

the thermodynamic equilibrium and microstructure of cementitious materials containing 

mineral additions during a chloride migration test. Because of a lack of data on these effects, 

the aim of this study was to quantify changes in the material’s microstructure during an 

experimental program based on mercury intrusion porosimetry before and after chloride 

exposure, scanning electron microscopy and chemical analyses of the materials. The 

experimental results highlight a modification of pore size distribution and a reduction of up to 

60% in total porosity after chloride transfer. This was due to chloride interactions which led to 

the formation of new compounds in the porosity range of 7 to 70 nm. These compounds were 

investigated by elemental analyses and quantified. 

Moreover, a chloride migration test was performed in order to investigate the leaching of pore 

solution ions in the two compartments of the migration cell. The results enabled us to: 

(i) quantify the concentration of ions that diffused into/from the material, and (ii) estimate the 

kinetics of calcium release and the quantity of portlandite dissolved in the material. The chloride 

diffusion coefficient of the materials ranged between 2.38x10-12 and 5.96x10-12 m²/s, the 

kinetics of calcium, expressed as a flux, were between 1.8x10- 2 and 1.2x10-1 mmol.m-2.s-1. 

Keywords: cement pastes, pore size distribution, chlorides, multispecies transfer, thermodynamic equilibrium, 

leaching. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• Chloride migration induced porosity changes in cement pastes with different pozzolanic 

materials and limestone that could reach 60%. 

• During chloride migration, new salts occupy the porosity of cement pastes used in the 

range 7– 70 nm. 

• The kinetics of calcium release, expressed as a flux, ranged from 1.8x10- 2 to 1.2x10-1 

mmol.m- 2.s-1. 

1. Introduction 

The durability of reinforced concrete structures is governed by the mechanical behavior of the 

materials used and vice-versa. Durability is also affected by environmental attacks, in particular 

by aggressive species present in the environment of the structures [1–6]. This phenomenon 

leads to the corrosion of rebar steel and damage to concrete [7,8]. The aggressive species studied 

in the literature are mainly carbon dioxide, marine or de-icing salts and sulfates. The present 

work focused on chloride ion transport through cementitious materials. 

During ionic transport, chlorides interact chemically with anhydrous compounds in cement 

(chemical interactions) [9,10]. Chlorides can also be adsorbed by the C- S- H layers 

(electrochemical interactions and electrical double layer) [11,12]. Indeed, the chemical 

interactions produce compounds that precipitate in the pore solution and modify the porosity 

and pore size distribution of the material, as has been demonstrated in the carbonation of 

cementitious materials [13,14], and this can even induce cracking [15]. In terms of the chemical 

composition of the pore solution, external ions such as chlorides generate a thermodynamic 

imbalance in the hydrates/pore solution system, promote the dissolution of portlandite [16], 

[17] and the precipitation of compounds such as Friedel’s and Kuzel’s salts [6,18,19]. 
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Qiao et al. [6] quantified the Friedel’s salt formed in the porosity of cement-based materials 

during chloride transfer and its influence on the mechanical properties (flexural strength) due 

to crystallization pressure. Furthermore, Midgley and Illston [20] and Kayyali [21] monitored 

the porosity of Portland cement pastes after 28 and 90 days of immersion in sodium chloride 

solutions (30 and 39 g/l respectively). They showed that chlorides reduced and refined the 

porosity due to the formation of calcium chloride on the surface of C-S-H. Regourd et al. [22] 

reported that chlorides changed the initially fibrous C-S-H to a reticulated morphology. In 

addition, Koleva et al. [23] measured the pore size distribution of mortars partially immersed 

in a 7% NaCl solution. The results showed that chloride diffusion into the fully immersed part 

of the material decreased its total porosity and refined the pore network. Sutter et al. [10] 

reported a formation of calcium oxychloride in the porosity of mortar specimens immersed in 

a 15% MgCl2 solution. This modification of the microstructure influences the intrinsic 

permeability [23] of the material and its chloride diffusion coefficient. Finally, Hu et al. [24] 

immersed samples of cement in a NaCl solution (0.1 to 1.0 mol/l). Their investigations showed 

that the chloride concentration index and Zeta potential decrease with the concentration of the 

soaking solution. 

More recently, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) has been used as a powerful 

technique to study the microstructure and mechanical properties of cementitious materials [25–

27]. This technique can be used to correlate the dielectric response and the characteristics of 

the material. Sanchez et al.[27] used EIS to monitor the microstructural changes of concrete in 

real time during a chloride migration test from the beginning (non-steady state) until the steady 

state was reached. The authors noted that the dielectric response of concrete was strongly 

modified during the chloride migration test and that these modifications were due to 

microstructural changes in the concrete. Indeed, during the first stages of chloride migration, 

resistance decreased to a minimum value (180 Ω) when the material was completely saturated 
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with chlorides. In addition, the capacity values remained low and constant during the first 100 

- 200 hours. No modification in the microstructure was observed, only the pore solution 

changed. After an average of 200 hours, an increase in resistance and capacity was recorded. 

This was explained by a reduction in total porosity and an increase in tortuosity due to the 

formation of new compounds in the porosity. Subsequently, these dielectric parameters became 

constant at the steady state. 

In reality, chlorides penetrate into concrete by natural diffusion under total immersion in water 

or by diffusion and convection for partial immersion, e.g. in the tidal phenomenon. Diffusion 

is a very slow phenomenon for investigations in the laboratory compared to accelerated chloride 

migration. Several researchers [28–30] have discussed the difference between chloride 

diffusion (what is really happening) and accelerated diffusion (i.e. migration) due to the 

presence of a counter electrical field. In this sense, several theoretical relationships between 

chloride diffusion and migration coefficients have been proposed [28,31]. In general, 

accelerated diffusion does not exist, but remains a simple and rapid way to estimate the chloride 

diffusion coefficient as well as the influence of chloride on microstructure in the lab [27,32]. 

These studies only focused on the causes of microstructure changes during chloride transfer 

due to the precipitation of new compounds. The latter were not quantified. The physico-

chemical process of the dissolution/precipitation phenomena was not investigated to explain 

these microstructural changes. To our knowledge, there are few studies on the change in 

thermodynamic equilibrium induced by chloride diffusion, or the quantification of new species 

derived from the dissolution or precipitation of compounds to reach a new equilibrium in the 

thermodynamic system. 

Moreover, numerical models for simulating chloride transfer have been developed from Fick’s 

law [33,34] and, more recently, from the Nernst-Planck equation [35–38]. Often, these models 
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do not take into account the porosity or pore size distribution induced by chloride transfer 

because of a lack of data and the complexity in modeling this phenomenon. 

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the changes in both microstructure and pore 

solution of cement paste samples exposed to a NaCl solution. These changes are investigated 

MIP before and after migration tests, along with image processing from scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). The objective was to characterize pore size modification and then to 

identify and quantify the compounds responsible for the change in porosity, apart from known 

salts like Friedel’s. 

In addition, chemical analyses of the pore solution and upstream and downstream analyses of 

the migration cell were performed to identify the species diffusing into/out of the material 

during a migration test. Thus, we could quantify the species that leached from the sample, and 

monitor the kinetics and degree of portlandite dissolution, which is responsible for the 

stabilization of the thermodynamic equilibrium. These phenomena modify the pore solution 

and microstructure and affect chloride transport conditions. 

2. Experimental approach 

2.1. Materials 

An ordinary European Standard (NF EN 197- 1) Portland cement “CEMI 52.5 N” was 

used [39]. The mass fractions of the principal clinker phases provided by the manufacturer 

(Calcia, Bussac-France) and based on the Bogue calculation method are 65% C3S, 13% C2S, 

7% C3A, 13% C4AF and 4.9% gypsum. Furthermore, pozzolanic materials and limestone 

(limestone filler “LF”, fly ash “FA”, blast furnace slag “S” and silica fume “SF”) were used as 

a mass substituent of the cement. The chemical composition, density and Blaine specific surface 

area (BSSA) of the cement and the different additions used are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Chemical composition and physical properties of materials used 

Composition CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3 K2O Na2O Chlorides Density BSSA(m²/kg) 

CEM I (wt.%) 64.20 20.50 5.00 3.90 2.50 0.29 0.05 1.40 3.18 405 

LF (wt.%) 98.80 0.30 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.001 2.70 498 

FA (wt.%) 5.10 85.53 0.59 2.00 1.95 0.013 2.21 405 

Slag (wt.%) 41.50 33.30 12.50 0.40 0.50 0 0 0 2.89 450 

SF (wt.%) 1.00 89.00 0 0 2.00 0 1.00 0.10 2.24 - 

Firstly, a reference concrete based on CEM I 52.5 N was formulated following the Dreux-

Gorisse method, with an average compressive strength fcm of 38 MPa. A fixed amount of cement 

of 300 kg/m3 was used. Then, we formulated other concretes containing pozzolanic materials 

and limestone using an approach similar to that used by Khokhar et al. [40] and 

Younsi et al. [41], keeping the paste volume (Vp) constant and equal to that of the reference 

concrete (VP = 24.5% of the total volume). This approach is based on solving a system of 

equations for 5 unknowns: VG, VS, VC, VA and Vw that are volumes of gravel, sand, cement, 

additions and water, respectively. The total volume of concrete was 0.975 m3 (considering a 

volume of air of 0.025 m3). The system of equations is as follows: 

��
��
�
���
��� + �� + �	 + �
 + �� = 0.975 ��

���� = �
�� + � = �

�	 + �
 + �� = ��
��� = 0.5� �� + �� − 0.5"

 (1) 

where (σ=52.5MPa) is the cement resistance, C, A and W are the masses in (kg) of cement, 

additions and water, respectively. The last equation (Bolomey relation) links fcm and the W/B 

(Water/Binder) ratios by taking into account the coefficient of chemical activity “k” of each 

addition #$ = � + ��%. This causes a difference between the W/B of the formulated materials. 

The properties of the formulated concrete pastes were used to manufacture the cement pastes 
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studied in this work. Investigations on cement pastes are easier than on concretes, mainly for 

pore solution extraction, thanks to the higher porosity of the cement paste. 

Five cement pastes were used: the reference cement paste without additions is called PCI, while 

those containing different pozzolanic materials and limestone are called LF25 (25% of 

Limestone Filler), FA30 (30% of fly ash), S75 (75% of blast furnace slag) and SF10 (10% of 

silica fume) respectively. Table 2 gives the W/B ratios of the cement pastes tested. 

Table 2. W/B ratio of cement pastes used. 

Material  PCI LF25 FA30 S75 SF10 

W/B 0.50 0.38 0.40 0.44 0.47 

The choice of these additions and their ratios of cement replacement are justified as follows: 

75% of blast furnace slag brings major modifications to the microstructure of cementitious 

materials and chloride diffusivity, particularly the chemical and electrochemical fixation of 

chlorides on the C-S-H layers [42]. Fraay et al. [43] demonstrated that for the mass replacement 

of cement by more than 30% of fly ash, only 50% of the latter reacts at the end of the first year. 

According to Perraton et al. [44], it is preferable to substitute between 5 and 10% of the mass 

of cement with silica fume; above 10%, the replacement is useless and the performance of the 

material decreases. 

Cylindrical specimens (11cm diameter and 22cm height) were cast and demoulded 24 hours 

after manufacturing and cured for 365 days in an alkaline solution composed of 25 mmol/l 

NaOH and 83 mmol/l KOH to reduce leaching [26,45]. Afterward, the samples used in the 

migration test were obtained from these specimens by coring samples from the heart and saw 

cutting to obtain discs 6.3 cm in diameter and 2.8 cm thick. 
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2.2. Tests and procedures 

Cement paste samples, aged 1 year, were subjected to migration tests for 12 - 14 days. This 

period corresponds to the time required to achieve a steady state of chloride migration. Pore 

size distribution was determined before and after each migration test. For a better 

representativeness, samples used for pore size distribution before chloride migration were taken 

in the neighborhood of the sample used for the migration test. At the end of the migration test, 

samples were cut off manually from the disc for an MIP test (mercury porosity, pore size 

distribution and critical pore diameter) and SEM analyses (see details of the performed tests in 

Fig. 1). A steady-state chloride migration test was used in order to quantify more precisely the 

complete change induced by the test. While in a non-steady state, modifications always take 

place while measurements are being made to calculate the apparent diffusion coefficient. 

Quantifying these modifications is then difficult to achieve. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of specimens sampled for studying the influence of chloride 

migration on the microstructure of cement pastes. 

2.2.1. Water and mercury porosimetry 

The water porosity of the cement pastes was measured by hydrostatic weighing according to 

the French NFP 18-459 standard [46]. The weighing scale used was accurate down to 1 mg. 

The water porosity was calculated using eq. (2). 
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& = '()* − '+,-'()* − '.)*/,  × 100 (2) 

where, Msat is the mass of the saturated sample, Mdry is the mass of the dried sample and Mwater 

is the mass of the saturated specimen immersed in water (obtained by hydrostatic weighing). 

MIP measurements were performed with an Autopore III 9420 from Micrometrics® whose 

pressure limit is more than 400 MPa; it covers pore diameters from 3 nm to 360 µm. Some 

authors [47,48] have suggested that this technique is not optimal for measuring pore size 

distribution. Nevertheless, it remains widely used [27,49]. Prior to the test, the samples were 

first dried at 45°C under a vacuum until mass stabilization. The main advantage of using this 

temperature is that it avoids cracking and delays ettringites formation [50]. The samples were 

cut off manually, avoiding the use of a saw, which can modify the sample’s microstructure. 

2.2.2. Migration test 

The method developed by Aı̈t-Mokhtar et al.[51] was used. The objective was to determine the 

effective chloride diffusion coefficient in the steady state. An electrical field of 300 V/m was 

applied between the two sides of the saturated sample. This value was chosen to avoid the Joule 

effect, temperature increase and sample degradation [9,27,30,52]. A support solution based on 

25 mmol/l of NaOH and 83 mmol/l of KOH was used in the upstream and downstream 

compartments of the migration cell to simulate the pore solution of cementitious materials 

[26,45]. NaCl was added to the upstream solution at a concentration of 500 mmol/l. The 

compartment solutions were renewed every 24 hours, without taking into account changes in 

their concentration, in order to keep the same boundary conditions on both sides of the 

specimens during the migration test. The solutions in the compartments were analyzed before 

each renewal in order to monitor diffusion/leaching kinetics. The effective chloride diffusion 

coefficient Deff (m/s²) was calculated using eq.(2) [53]. 
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where L (m) is the thickness of the sample; Cup (mol/m3) the concentration of chloride ions in 

the upstream solution; U (V) the potential difference at the sample terminals; F, zCl
−, R and T 

represent the Faraday constant, the valence of the chloride ion, the ideal gas constant and the 

absolute temperature (K); J is the chloride flux. 

2.2.3. Analyzes of solutions with ionic chromatography (IC) 

The upstream and downstream solutions of the migration cell were regularly analyzed. In 

addition, the initial concentration of calcium and sulfates in the pore solution of the material 

(before the migration test) were dosed and compared to those that leached into the two 

compartments during the migration test. Chemical analyses were performed using a “883Basic 

Ion Chromatograph Plus” from Metrohm®. Note that for the upstream solution, dilutions of 

1:1800, 1:150, 1:40 and 1:1 were necessary to dose sodium, potassium, calcium and sulfates, 

respectively. The downstream solution required a 1:150 dilution to dose sodium and potassium 

and 1:1 for calcium and sulfates. 

2.2.4. Extraction of the pore solution samples 

The pore solution of the cement pastes was extracted using an OpiCAD® device according to a 

procedure previously described [54,55]. The cement paste sample, with a volume of 137 cm3, 

was placed in a cylindrical chamber underneath a piston. The piston was loaded using a standard 

compression test machine. In order to obtain an optimal performance and take into account the 

creep effects, two steps were conducted. First, the samples were loaded at a constant loading 

velocity of about 0.02 MPa/s for 15 minutes. This first step was followed by a 5 minutes idle 

phase. Finally, the solution was collected from the bottom of the cylindrical chamber and 

analyzed by ionic chromatography. 
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2.2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

The microstructure of the tested samples was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

in environmental mode before and after chloride migration. The advantage of this mode is that 

no preparation is required and no coverage is deposited on the surface of the specimens, which 

avoids disturbing the morphology and the microstructure of the sample. Also, the MEB test was 

performed on manually fractured samples immediately at the end of the migration test. This 

avoids using a concrete saw and preserves the microstructure and chemical composition of the 

surface of the specimens. Furthermore, to measure the elemental distribution of precipitated 

compounds at the microscopic level, energy dispersive X-ray micro-analysis (EDX) was 

coupled to the SEM analyses. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Diffusion coefficient and water porosity 

Fig. 2 shows the water porosity and its standard deviation from three measurements of the 

cement pastes. PCI had the highest porosity compared to the other pastes. This is mainly due to 

the higher W/B ratio of PCI compared to LF25, FA30, S75 and SF10 (see Table 2). Furthermore, 

the use of 10% silica fume should decrease the porosity as long as it is compared to pastes with 

the same W/B ratios [56]. However, the W/B ratio of SF10 is higher than the other cement 

pastes with pozzolanic additions and a filler, which is why the total porosity of the cement 

pastes used was relatively similar. LF25 has a low W/B ratio and thus a relatively low porosity. 
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Fig. 2. Porosity of cement pastes. Fig. 3. Chloride diffusion coefficient of cement 

pastes. 

 

Fig. 3 gives the chloride diffusion coefficient and its standard deviation from three 

measurements of the cement pastes. The results show that S75 had the lowest chloride diffusion 

coefficient compared to the other cement pastes. This is due to the replacement of Portland 

cement by 75% of blast furnace slag, which refines the microstructure. Indeed, a finer 

microstructure increases the electrochemical fixation of chlorides at the pore-solution interface 

of the material, which slows down diffusivity [42]. Despite the use of pozzolanic materials such 

as silica fume (SF), which are finer than cement and are supposed to reduce the diffusion 

coefficient [57], the results show that the chloride diffusion coefficients of PCI, LF25, FA30 

and SF10 were of the same order of magnitude. The difference observed can be attributed to 

the mixing of the cement pastes without vibration and without a superplasticizer, which 

generates a non-optimized microstructure. The low W/B ratio of SF10 is a disadvantage for the 

non-optimization of the microstructure, taking into account the high-water demand for silica 

fumes. 

3.2. Influence of chlorides on the microstructure of the cement pastes 

Fig. 4 illustrates the mercury porosity values before and after the chloride migration tests. After 

migration, a reduction in porosity was noticed for all the materials, with ratios of 2.5, 2.1, 2.2, 

1.6 and 1.4 for PCI, LF25, FA30, S75 and SF10, respectively. This reduction is due to the 
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formation of new chloride-based compounds in the porosity such as Friedel’s and Kuzel’s salt 

[6,19], and calcium oxychloride [10]. 

 
Fig. 4. Mercury porosity of cement pastes before and after the migration test. 

In addition, Fig. 5 illustrates the pore size distribution obtained by MIP before and after the 

migration tests. Before the migration tests, the pore size distribution of the cement pastes was 

generally monomodal. The critical pore diameters were located around 69 nm for PCI, 50 nm 

for LF25, 45 nm for FA30 and 69 nm for SF10. However, with about 8 nm, the S75 critical 

pore diameter was the smallest. This is in agreement with previously published results [42]. 

After chloride migration, there were changes in pore size distribution and a shift in critical 

diameter peaks. 
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Fig. 5. Pore size distribution before and after the chloride migration test. 

(a) PCI; (b) LF25; (c) FA 30; (d) S75 and (e) SF10. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the reduction rate of the critical pore diameter. After the migration test, there 

was a decrease in the critical pore diameter for PCI, LF25, FA30 and SF10 ranging between 

70% - 88%, showing a refinement of porosity. This reduction is reflected by the decrease in the 
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number of large pores and the increase in the number of fine pores [32,58]. However, S75 

highlighted the changes in pore size distribution and porosity, but its critical diameter remained 

constant. The latter was too small to contain new compounds, which require more space [59]. 

These microstructure changes affect transport properties such as air or water permeability. 

 
Fig. 6. Critical pore diameter of cement pastes before and after the migration test. 

In general, cement hydrates form a basic pore solution composed mainly of sodium, potassium 

and hydroxyl [60]. The exposure of cementitious materials to saline environments generates an 

imbalance in the hydrates/pore solution thermodynamic system due to chloride diffusion and 

leaching of the pore solution ions. This imbalance induces some hydrate dissolution to stabilize 

the system [61]. For instance, Chatterji [16] showed that chloride transfer is accompanied by 

the formation of salts, providing compounds in the form of (C3A CaCl2 x H2O). Furthermore, 

Monosi and Collepardi [62] and Sutter et al. [10] showed that chlorides induce the precipitation 

of hydrated calcium oxychloride (3CaO CaCl2 15H2O) in the porosity and a consumption of 

portlandite according to reaction (1). They noted the precipitation of Friedel’s salt 

(3CaO·Al2O3·CaCl2·10H2O) in the porosity of the same specimens and showed that calcium 

oxychloride and Friedel’s salt can occur together. 
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3Ca(OH)2 + CaCl2 + 12H2O→ 3CaO･CaCl2･15H2O (1) 

In general, the refinement in porosity due to the precipitation of new salts during chloride 

transfer can influence the measurement of the diffusion coefficient, mainly for a migration test 

in a non-steady state, where the chemical interactions and the precipitation phenomena are not 

completed. The crystallization of these salts can generate cracks, principally in materials with 

low porosities [59]. Therefore, this influences the estimation of the diffusion coefficient. If the 

steady state test is used, the microstructure modification will have already taken place. There is 

a constant flow of chlorides downstream and the calculated diffusion coefficient is that of the 

modified material. 

In order to quantify the chemical composition of these newly formed salts, apart from known 

ones such as Friedel’s salt, we used SEM analyses to investigate the surface characteristics and 

microstructure of the hardened cement pastes, before and after the migration tests. A 

comparison between the SEM Images of healthy materials and those exposed to chloride 

migration is shown in Fig. 7 to Fig. 9 (For PCI, FA30 and S75, respectively). Figs 7a, 8a and 9a 

show the healthy materials, and Figs 7b, 8b and 9b show the materials exposed to chlorides. 

The corresponding EDX spectra, with a precision of 10- 2, are also given. Note that the location 

of these investigated areas was chosen in wall pores where new chloride-based compounds are 

formed. This allowed us to quantify the species that make up these salts. 

For PCI, X-ray analyses showed new chloride-based precipitates in the porosity after the 

migration tests. We also observed sulfides, which could confirm the possible formation of 

monosulfoaluminates (AFm) and trisulfoaluminates (AFt) in the porosity. Indeed, Famy et al. 

[63] showed that sulfates are physically adsorbed by the C-S-H layers. The presence of calcium 

and alkalis in the pore solution increases the quantity of sulfates adsorbed [50]. That is why 

leaching alkalis and calcium affect the release of sulfates and then the precipitation/dissolution 
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of AFm and AFt [61,64]. Moreover, Marcotte et al. [58] showed that ionic migration through 

concrete leads to the partial decomposition of some hydrates such as C-S-H and AFm. 

Therefore, different ions such as Ca2+, OH- and SO4
2- can be released in the pore solution. These 

species may participate in the precipitation of salts in larger pores. This phenomenon could be 

projected to the transfer of chlorides in general. Furthermore, potassium in a solid form was 

observed in materials after the migration tests (Table 3). Unfortunately, we did not follow this 

reaction. This was probably due to a precipitation of KCl. However, at this stage, we have no 

justification for this phenomenon. More chemical investigations will be necessary to elucidate 

the reaction responsible for the potassium precipitation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. SEM images and EDX spectra of PCI: (a) before and (b) after the migration test. 
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Table 3 shows the mass fraction of elements corresponding to the spectra. It represents a 

comparison between the weights of the chemical elements in the solid part analyzed before and 

after the migration of chlorides. This gives information on the elemental distribution of the new 

compounds formed. 

Table 3. Chemical species detected in the vicinity of pores of PCI (% in weight) 

Element C O Na Mg Al Si S Ca Cl K 

Before migration 

test 
7.17 33.88 0.78 0.84 1.72 13.43 0.50 40.14 0 0 

After 

migration test 
9.33 38.40 0.42 0.43 2.13 16.98 1.08 26.88 2.41 0.70 

Fig. 8 highlights chlorides (1.71%), sulfide (0.63%), sodium (1.03%) and potassium (1.61%) in 

solid form in the porosity of FA30 subjected to migration tests; these species were not present 

in solid form before the tests. The quantity of these species is given in Table 4. 
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Fig. 8.SEM images and EDX spectra of FA30: (a) before and (b) after the migration test. 

Table 4. Chemical species detected in the vicinity of FA30 pores (% in weight) 

Element C O Na Mg Al Si S Ca Cl K 

Before 

migration test 
17.89 45.60 0 3.18 4.47 4.66 0 16.35 0 0 

After 

migration test 
44.60 27.45 1.03 0.32 1.05 1.75 0.63 19.21 1.71 1.61 

The spectra in Fig. 9 give the chemical composition of the investigation area of S75 before and 

after the migration tests. After the tests, the spectrum of S75, whose microstructure has fine 

pores, highlights the low chloride content: 0.68% in weight for S75 (Table 5) compared to 

2.41% and 1.71% for PCI and FA30, respectively. This result confirms that new chloride based 

compounds precipitate more easily in large pores [59]. The chemical composition of S75 

presented in Table 5 is in agreement with that of PCI and FA30. Finally, the amount of carbon 
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noted for the three measurements is certainly due to the preparation and handling of the sample 

before MEB analyses (see section 2.2.5). There is no risk of carbonation in the MEB chamber 

with the environmental mode since the vacuum pump does not contain oil. 

 

 
Fig. 9.SEM images and EDX spectra of S75: (a) before and (b) after the migration test. 

Table 5. Chemical composition of the solid phase in the vicinity of S75 pores (% in weight) 

Element C O Na Mg Al Si S Ca Cl K 

Before 

migration test 
15.76 31.87 0.25 0.95 0.24 0.57 0.17 49.25 0 0 

After 

migration test 
24.06 34.26 1.47 4.06 2.36 8.67 0.21 19.27 0.68 2.14 

3.3. Changes to upstream and downstream solutions during the migration test 

To avoid leaching of the material during the migration test, the two compartments of the 

migration cell were filled with a basic solution considered to be similar to the pore solution (see 
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section 2.2.2). However, real pore solution chemistry is not so simple. It contains other divalent 

ions such as calcium and sulfates [60,65]. In all cases, free ions diffuse from the material to the 

solutions in the compartments and vice versa, under the effect of the concentration gradient and 

the electrical field. Chlorides and sulfates react with the remaining anhydrous cement, calcium, 

sodium and potassium to form products that modify porosity, as shown above. In order to 

quantify the ions that diffused to/from the sample, pore solution and compartment solutions 

were dosed regularly during the migration test before each renewal (see section 2.2.2). We 

present below the concentration of ions that diffused to/from upstream and downstream. The 

variation in sodium and potassium in the compartments (basic solution) can then be quantified, 

together with the calcium leached from the material to the solutions in the compartments, and 

therefore the amount of portlandite dissolved and the dissolution kinetics due to the 

thermodynamic imbalance generated can be assessed. The concentration of diffused ions as a 

function of time was linearly fitted in the steady state regime in order to determine the kinetics, 

given that it is a migration. 

3.3.1. Change in the upstream solution 

Chemical analyses showed that, for all cement pastes, the upstream sodium concentration 

decreased compared to the initial sodium concentration (525 mmol/l) with the kinetics 

expressed as a flux of 6.4x10-2; 5.7x10-2; 7.1x10-2; 8.6x10-2 and 9.6x10-2 mmol.m-2.s-1 for PCI, 

LF25, FA30, S75 and SF10, respectively (Fig. 10). Note that the sample surface was 3.1 x10-3 

m2 and the compartment volume was 2l. Furthermore, the potassium concentration decreased 

at a flux of 5x10- 2; 6.4x10-2; 5.9x10-2; 7.7x10-2 and 5.7x10-2 mmol.m-2.s-1, respectively 

(Fig. 11).  

For S75, a steady state was reached later than for the other materials (after about 100 hours of 

migration). This is explained by the capacity of S75 for the electrochemical fixation of 

chlorides, which delays the steady state (see section 3.1) [42]. Since sodium ions are attracted 
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by chlorides, their steady state could be delayed until chloride fixation is stabilized. That is why 

a linear trend line was considered after 100 hours (flux in steady state). Also, for the Na flux of 

SF10, a disturbance of the upstream sodium concentration was noted. It is known for the SF10 

microstructure that the dissolution of silica forms negative charges which are neutralized by 

alkalis [66]. Alkalis are adsorbed on the silica surface [67]. During chloride migration and the 

thermodynamic disequilibrium, it seems that these alkalis could participate in the stabilization 

of the thermodynamic equilibrium. This could disturb the sodium concentration in the pore 

solution as well as its diffusivity and concentration upstream. More investigations will be 

necessary to confirm this explanation. 

 
Fig. 10. Sodium loss upstream during the migration test. 
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Fig. 11. Potassium loss upstream during the migration test. 

An increase in upstream calcium concentration was noticed. In order to determine the source 

of this leached calcium, the initial calcium concentration of the material’s pore solution was 

also dosed (after extraction) and compared to the cumulative concentration leached upstream 

during the migration test (Fig. 12). Note that leached downstream calcium was found to be 

negligible. 

 

Fig. 12. Comparison between cumulative calcium concentration leached upstream during the 

migration test and the calcium concentration of the pore solutions. 
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which consumes calcium by the silanol groups (chemisorption) or by silice to form C-S-H [68]. 

Andersson et al. [60] showed that the calcium concentration in the pore solution of cement paste 

with silica fume is higher than those containing Portland cement, blast furnace slag or fly ash. 

This is in accordance with our results. Moreover, the results showed that the cumulative calcium 

concentration leached at the end of the test, i.e. after 12 – 14 days, ranged from 32.2 to 

209.4 mmol/l. These concentrations are higher than the initial ones in the pore solution for the 

corresponding pastes. They are about 115, 15, 89, 64 and 15 times higher for PCI, LF25, FA30, 

S75 and SF10, respectively. This excess calcium was due to the dissolution of portlandite 

caused by cation leaching under the electrical field and chloride migration to stabilize the 

thermodynamic system. Calcium ions leach subsequently upstream. The quantity of calcium in 

the upstream compartment, leached from LF25, was lower than those of the other cement 

pastes, PCI, FA30, S75 and SF10. The decalcification of cementitious materials generally 

involves the dissolution of Portlandite and part of C-S-H [69]. Given that limestone filler is 

chemically inert when used in cementitious materials [70], the low quantity of leached calcium 

can be assigned to, on the one hand, a smaller amount of hydrates (Portlandite and C-S-H) that 

can dissolve and release calcium, and on the other hand, to the use of limestone filler, where a 

high level (more than 20%), as in our case, can lead to the formation of monocarboaluminates 

and hemicarboaluminates with a consumption of Portlandite [69] and thus a decrease in the 

amount of calcium that can leach from the material. 

Moreover, the cumulative calcium concentration with time and the kinetics of the increase in 

upstream calcium during the migration test are given in Fig. 13. The results could account for 

the kinetics of portlandite dissolution, taking into account the sample size tested, the limited 

amount of portlandite and supposing that the excess calcium derived only from the portlandite, 

according to [71]. The kinetics expressed as a flux were 1.2x10-1; 1.8x10- 2; 1.1x10-1; 9.1x10-2 

and 1.2x10-1 mmol.m-2.s-1 for PCI, LF25, FA30, S75 and SF10, respectively. 
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Fig. 13. Cumulative calcium concentration leached upstream during the migration test and leaching 

kinetics. 

Furthermore, the molar concentration of upstream calcium that was released from the material 

represented the molar concentration of portlandite dissolved during the migration test. Indeed, 

the calcium released was calculated from the cumulative calcium leached as shown in Fig. 13 

and the upstream volume (2l). The amount of portlandite dissolved in the pore solution (for a 

sample volume of 87 cm3) that can modify the microstructure can then be calculated (Table 6). 

Calcium released (mmol) = Portlandite dissolved (mmol) = Cumulative calcium concentration 

upstream (mmol/l) x Upstream Volume (2l). 
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Table 6. Quantity of portlandite dissolved during the migration test. 

Materials 

Sample 

volume 

(cm3) 

Cumulative 

calcium 

concentration 

(mmol/l) 

Calcium released 

amount 

(mmol) 

Portlandite 

dissolved 

amount 

(mmol) 

PCI 87 209.4 418.8 418.8 

LF25 87 32.2 64.4 64.4 

FA30 87 180.5 361 361 

S75 87 139.7 279.4 279.4 

SF10 87 178.7 357.4 357.4 

In reality the total quantity of portlandite dissolved during the migration test was higher, taking 

into account the fact that calcium could react with the other species to form new compounds in 

the porosity. It would also be interesting to determine the quantity and volume of new 

compounds formed in the porosity during chloride migration in order to compare with porosity 

closure shown in section 3.2. Finally, it should be noted that the sulfate concentration upstream 

was very low compared to the other ions. 

3.3.2. Change in the downstream solution 

The same approach was followed for the downstream solution before each renewal. The 

calcium concentration remained very low compared to the other ions it was not analyzed, and 

this section focuses only on sodium, potassium and sulfates. A low variation in downstream 

sodium concentration during the migration test was noted, apart from LF25 (Fig. 14). For this 

material, sodium decreased at 1.1x10-2 mmol.m-2.s-1 (the downstream volume was 1l). The 

sodium that is supposed to migrate from downstream to upstream, under the electrical field, 

tends to be balanced by the sodium attracted downstream by chlorides under electrostatic forces. 

However, downstream potassium concentration decreased compared to the initial concentration 

of 83 mmol/l. Indeed, potassium fluxes from downstream to the material under the electrical 

field were 1.8x10-2; 3.2x10-2; 2.3x10-2; 3.4x10-2 and 3.2x10-2 mmol.m-2.s-1 for PCI, LF25, 

FA30, S75 and SF10, respectively. 
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In a migration cell with only NaOH in the two compartments (unlike our migration test where 

there was both NaOH and KOH), Andrade [52] noted an eventual potassium leaching from the 

material to the compartments under a concentration gradient. Furthermore, sodium (supposed 

to be in equilibrium between the material and the compartments) diffused from downstream 

(cathode) to upstream (anode) under the electrical field. In this work, we observed a reduction 

in alkalis (sodium and potassium) downstream, which was explained by their migration 

upstream under the electrical field. However, the same reduction upstream was also noted. This 

could be explained by an eventual alkali attraction by chlorides, which diffuse from upstream 

to downstream, under the electrostatic force. Finally, from these analyses and the principle of 

conservation (since the migration cell is a closed environment), these results highlight an 

increase in alkalis in the material, which participates in the precipitation of new compounds, as 

indicated above in the discussion of the MEB results and the EDX spectra. More investigations 

on the pore solution of the materials after the migration test should be performed to complete 

these results. 
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Fig. 14. Variation in downstream sodium during the migration test. 

 
Fig. 15. Potassium loss downstream during the migration test. 
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due: (i) to the chemical composition of the silica fume used, which is high in sulfates compared 

to the pozzolanic and limestone additions (see Table 1); (ii) to the hydration mechanism of the 

cement and silica fume that slows or stops the initial formation of ettringite (sulfate 

consumption), although the quantity of anhydrous cement and SO4
2- in the pore solution 

remained significant [72]. 

 
Fig. 16. Comparison between the concentration of sulfates in pore solutions (before the migration test) 

and the cumulative concentration of sulfates leached downstream after the migration test. 

4. Conclusion 
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pore diameter was initially smaller than those of the other materials and remained 

broadly unchanged after the migration test. 

- During the chloride migration test, new compounds based on chlorides, potassium and 

sulfates were formed in the sample. According to the MIP results, these compounds 

occupied the porosity of the material in the range of 10 - 69; 15 - 50; 7 – 45 and 8 - 

69 nm for PCI, LF25, FA30 and SF10, respectively. 

- During the migration test, chlorides attract sodium and potassium, with the kinetics 

expressed as a flux of 5.7x10-2 to 9.6x10-2 and 5x10-2 to 7.7x10-2 mmol.m-2.s-1, 

respectively, from the upstream to the sample, due to electrostatic forces. Furthermore, 

potassium flux from downstream to the sample ranged from 1.8x10-2 to 3.4x10-2 

mmol.m-2.s-1for the tested materials. 

- Calcium in the pore solution diffused to the upstream compartment at a flux ranging 

between 1.8x10-2 and 1.2x10- 1 mmol.m-2.s-1. This investigation estimated the amount 

of portlandite dissolved in cement pastes exposed to chloride (12 – 14 days of a chloride 

migration test), which was about 418.8, 64.4, 361, 279.4 and 357.4 mmol for a sample 

of 87 cm3 of PCI, LF25, FA30, S75 and SF10, respectively. 

- Sulfates in the pore solution diffused to the downstream compartment mainly for cement 

pastes with silica fumes that contained a high initial amount of sulfates (6.7 mmol/l in 

the pore solution). The amount of leached sulfates for SF10 was about 28% of the initial 

concentration in the pore solution. 

These changes in microstructure and pore solution will in turn modify the multispecies 

diffusivity through cement-based materials induced by chloride transport. This highlights the 

importance of considering changes to the microstructure and pore solution as well as 

thermodynamic equilibria in modeling the transfer phenomena and diffusivity of reinforcement 

coatings for better accuracy in describing chloride transport and then predicting the durability 
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of reinforced concrete structures. Finally, it would be interesting to dose the pore solution of 

the tested material before and after the migration test and compare with the quantity of ions that 

diffused to/from the material. Furthermore, a comparison between porosity changes shown in 

this paper and the volume of dissolved/formed compounds may be of great interest. 
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